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Application Delivery Management

Micro Focus Release Control
Micro Focus Release Control enables enterprises to orchestrate application release with a flexible
process-centric approach, giving visibility and efficiency across the deployment pipeline. Plan, track,
monitor and release complex applications across any environment.
Product Highlights

Micro Focus Release Control enables organizations to plan, control, and automate their
release processes for both mainframe and distributed systems from definition to deployment
with a visual release calendar and automated
approval process. With seamless integration to
Deployment Automation, fully automated application deployments and configuration are
just a few clicks away.

Features and Benefits

Accelerate Application Delivery

Release Control helps you plan and control
your application release processes across
your enterprise, from definition to deployment.

Release trains provide a published schedule
of changes throughout the path to production. Each release train contains one or more
release packages that represent a portion of
IT or service infrastructure and are built, deployed, tested, and released together. Release
packages define the release content (RFC,
requirement, defect, enhancement, story, etc.)
that is being delivered as well as the deployable artifacts (.war, .dll, .exe, etc.) to be physically
deployed during the release.
Tasks can be aggregated from many teams and
then automatically scheduled and executed repeatedly across all environments. Built-in approvals across the lifecycle ensure that only
authorized changes are released.

Key Benefits

■■ Visibility and Tracking: Centralized release
calendar, process metrics, and dashboards

■■ Compliance and Control: Process enforcement,
routing, and approvals with built-in audit trails
and reports

■■ Multi-Platform Support: The only release
management solution that supports both
mainframe and distributed

■■ Process Automation: Automation and workflow
that replace manual process steps to enforce
your release policies and processes

■■ Integration: Flexible and open architecture that

allows easy integration to current enterprise tools

Features

■■ Browser-based workflow that manages the
entire release process from initial request,
through release planning, to release and
verification in production

■■ Visual Release Calendar, which provides
schedule visibility and ensures process
enforcement, notification, and reporting

■■ Single system of record for release planning,
approval, and control

Figure 1. Release dashboard view
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Integrations to both common development
and IT Service Management (ITSM) process
tools allow Release Control to work within
your environment to provide complete visibility and traceability throughout the release
process. Seamless integration to Deployment
Automation offers additional controls by providing a release artifact repository as well
as fully automated deployment and configuration automation.

Simplify compliance. Release Control keeps
track of all user and system interactions. If a
question—or an audit—arises, users can trace
the history of a change request or see who approved release items with a few clicks, and they
can immediately draft a report.

Visibility and Control of Releases

Automate application releases across development systems. Replace your manual
release tracking methods using spreadsheets
and emails. Using the open, web-based interfaces and platform, your team can leverage
Release Control to plan and coordinate release
management activities across multiple development teams leveraging a variety of tools and
development systems. Release Control is the
only system that can track releases across
both mainframe and distributed systems.
Stay on top of all application releases and release trains. A visual release calendar enables
you to track all application releases across all
release trains months and years in advance.
Stakeholders receive proactive notification
and get immediate access to the information
they need about release status.
Clarify duties. IT can enforce separation of duties by providing granular role and user-based
security for development, quality assurance,
and operations team members.

Figure 2. Release timeline calendar view

Comprehensive Solution for
Release Management

Release Control is a comprehensive solution
that allows you to manage the implementation of software changes into your production environment. Whether you are releasing
a new application or delivering a single patch
for an existing application, Release Control is
designed to support the application release
management lifecycle across all of your applications and environments.
Learn more at
www.microfocus.com/products/releasecontrol/overview
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